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Abstract. Online loans (pinjol) are common in Indonesian lives in recent years.
Easy requirements and only need to be done via a smartphone does not mean that
the loan is free from flaws and dangers. Today’s social media can be a reflection of
people’s thoughts on a phenomenon or event and knowing public sentiment and
the response of Twitter social media users about the pinjol phenomenon among
the public can be considered by the government and law enforcement in dealing
with the pinjol problem in Indonesia. Therefore, this study aims to determine
public sentiment and the response of Twitter social media users about the pinjol
phenomenon. The research method begins with collecting data from the big data
system “Drone Emprit Academic” by applying the keyword #pinjol; online loans
with a one month deadline from May 30 to June 28 2022. The results obtained
are the overall volume of conversations, opinions and responses. of social media
users who responded to the pinjol phenomenon, a total of 7,141. It is recorded in
the sentiment analysis that negative sentiment dominates with 51%. Twitter users
responded to pinjol with disappointment and dismay.
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1 Introduction

Society is one of the basic concepts in the social sciences of sociology. Basically we live
among people, interact and influence each other. In society there are certain phenomena
and situations which are to be analyzed and studied using sociology. Explain the motives
of certain individuals or situations that drive them to do certain things. Sociology is here
to see various phenomena and stories of life in society or what is called sociological
imagination [1].

In society there is a social system that regulates patterns of life and behavior. There
is no society that does not occur in it a change, even in the smallest generation because
society will always change [2]. Changes can occur in small aspects and wide aspects.
Changes in small aspects are changes in individual behavior and how people think about
somethings. Meanwhile, changes in wide aspects are changes in the level of community
structure which can then affect the development of society in the future.
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The development of communication and information technology has had a major
impact on society. This development seems to be able to changemanyhabits andmindsets
of the community. All the facilities provided make the community dependent on it. For
example, the presence of smartphones has become an object that must be owned by all
levels of society, not limited to age and background. Smartphones come with cameras,
internet access, and various social media applications. Habits that have changed due
to the presence of smartphones, for example, nowadays people don’t need to leave the
house to shop, people don’t need to walk to the taxi base to go somewhere, or go to
faraway places to meet their love ones because now they can interact with them by video
calls.

In technological advances it is important for the community to understand and be
able to use it well, the understanding in question is Science and Technology. For human
civilization in the field of production, it has changed, which initially prioritized consider-
able physical abilities, now these physical abilities are replaced by automatic machines.
Technology continues to be developed over time, new formulations of computer capacity
are found, as if they have exceeded the capabilities of the human brain. In other words,
technological advances are now recognized and felt to provide convenience and comfort
for human daily activities [3].

But on the other hand Muhammad Ngafifi views technology as being able to deceive
oneself into the fact that technology in the future can be the cause of a catastrophe and
misery of modern humans [4]. The progress that initially became an easier method for
humans in their daily lives and the more humans bound with these conveniences would
lead to “loneliness”.

The phenomenon of alienation is when we focus more on what is on the smartphone
or computer screen compared to the environment around us. Nowadays it’s easy to find
friends who prefer to be stuck into their smartphone screens when meeting with their
friends. Or when a child spends more time in their room playing games than leaving the
room to talk to their parents and siblings. From the side of a child, many of them feel
neglected when their parents are busy watching soap operas or football matches.

A change that is currently happen because it is considered miserable for its victims
which also occurs because of the development of science and technology, namely the
phenomenon of online loans. Online loans is when the borrower and the lender do not
need to meet in person and only require the borrower’s personal data to be filled in
online in the application or online form that has been prepared. And the quick and
concise process of disbursing funds attracted the interest of many community members.

In the view of Islam, lending and borrowing activities are when we borrow an object
from someone to take its benefits or useability of the object, on condition that it must
be returned to the owner after being used in the same condition before being borrowed.
In other words, lending and borrowing activities in the past generally involved goods.
But now that has changed, money has become a common thing to borrow and lend. In
its development, borrowing money which was initially only the scope of colleagues or
family turned into a business and involved groups or agencies [5].

Back to the early discussion about the other side of technological developments,
online loan or Pinjol becomes a problem and a threat to society. Because when a change
or technological development is not balanced with knowledge and principles, it will be
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misleading and detrimental. Pinjol is convenience but also drags the user into trouble
also threatens and terrorizes them brutally to force them to pay back the money and the
Interest on the loan, this is the scary side of this business.

Until the government took action against the pinjol phenomenon that occurred in
Indonesia. Counseling on the importance of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) or the insti-
tution thatworks to organize an integrated regulatory and supervisory system for all activ-
ities in the financial services sector, both in the banking sector, capital market, and non-
bank financial services sector such as Insurance, Pension Funds, Financing Institutions,
and other Financial Services Institutions [17]. OJK guide the public to be careful when
taking loans. As well as the release of OJK regulation number 77/POJK.01/2016 con-
cerning Information Technology-Based Lending and Borrowing Services (LPMUBTI)
which contains laws regarding the provision, management, and operation of fintech
services.

Based on Statistik Fintech Lending data by OJK at the beginning of 2021, online
loan has been distributed to the community is around Rp. 159 Trillion. But only for
five months that number increase became Rp. 207 Trillion. Around 63% of online loan
users are between 19–34 years old. The older the customer, the higher the loan value
tends to be. Calculated on average by dividing the amount of debt that is in the customer
(outstanding) by the number of borrowing entities, the amount of online loans per entity
in Indonesia is not that high, which is around Rp. 829,000. Grafikota by Kompas shows
the accumulation of the online loan reaches to 22.211.396 entity [19]. This based on
Statistic Fintech Lending of Mei 2021 by OJK.

Various kinds of public responses related to the pinjol phenomenon in Indonesia
were spilled on social media. Like when Covid-19, people used the twitter to be their
forum to provide their responses and comments related to Covid-19 [6]. These opinions
and comments certainly provide useful input for the government and researchers to
study and analyze the conditions that occur from the community’s point of view [7]. The
benefits of these comments are assessed by Syarifuddin (2020) as useful information if
processed properly. According to that, with public responses on social media can help
the government to find the best way to solve a problem like online loan.

One of the best ways to process big data is to use data mining methods [8, 16].
This method includes several processes that start with preprocessing the data set and
continue with the selection of methods to produce information that has value [9]. The
resulting analysis is a sentiment analysis which is an analysis that groups the polarities
of a collection of texts to find out the opinion given is positive, negative, or neutral [10].

The purpose of the description above is to analyze the public’s response to the
phenomenon of lending or online loan (pinjol), including comments to users of loan
services and their responses to the loan business method. The analysis is based on data
obtained from social media big data with data mining analysis methods.

2 Method

In this study the I used a quantitative approach. This type of approachwas chosen because
with this type of approach researchers can generalize to existing social phenomena or
problems [11]. The data collection process was obtained from the Twitter social media
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application, using the Big Data system “Drone Emprit Academic” and applying the
keyword #Pinjol; Online loans. For this research I manage to collected data from May
30 to June 28 2022. The big data system above applies a service called API (Aplicatios
Programming Interface) from Twitter to get conversations, opinions, or discussions in
semi-realtime with the streaming method [12].

The scraping data contained in all Twitter posts is then classified, clustered, and
calculated and forwarded to the analysis process by the system contained in the Drone
Emprit Academic [13]. This type of research is applied to research on Social Network
Analysis conducted by Mahdi Shiddieqy and Dodie Tricahyono using Gephi software
Version 0.9.1 as an assistant in the analysis process [14].

A similar method was also applied byMade Kevin Bratawisnu and Andry Alamsyah
(2018) in their journal entitled “Social Network Analysis for User Interaction Analysis
on Social Media Regarding E-commerce Business” [15].

3 Results and Discussion

Drone Emprit Academic (DEA) is a application that I used to collect the main data of
this research. DEA can analyze social networks specifically in the form of conversations
on Twitter and Instagram in semi-realtime and detail [20]. According to it, I used the
ability to read the trend of conversations that are happening on the users of Twitter in
the present with keywords #Pinjol and Online loans.

The big data provided by Drone Emprit Academic is able to discover social phenom-
ena. The form shown is in the form of trend percentage, relationship retweet, mention
trend graph, most retweet status, conversation trend. Furthermore, the Drone Emprit
Academic application will analyze conversations through several stages, namely, (1)
Analyzing all clusters of citizen conversations based on the keywords Bank andMuham-
madiyah. (2) Determine the time span of the netizen’s conversation. (3) Analyzing key-
words through Social Network Analysis and then describing them based on influencers,
buzzers and followers. (4) Sorting conversations by number of retweets, mentions, con-
tent usage and hashtags. (5) Detect the percentage of bot accounts (robots) in the con-
versation. (6) Identifying netizens based on the total age of the users. (7) Determine the
territory of the participating users.

Based on the research method, these are the result related to online loans (Fig. 1).
The volume of conversation in a period of one month, starting on May 30–June 28,

2022, recorded 7, 414 times the online loan/borrow keyword was mentioned on social
media. The number is divided into three kinds. The first is a positive opinion, namely
an opinion that means support, benefits or advantages from borrowing. The second is
negative income, which is an opinion that contains shortcomings, weaknesses, to the
ugliness of borrowing. And the last is neutral income, which is an opinion that has no
negative or positive meaning (Fig. 2).

Public sentiment from social media is recorded that the correlation of positive senti-
ment towards borrowing is 3,339 or 45%, while negative sentiment is more with 3,795
or 51% (Fig. 3).

The picture above is a number of posts related to online loans that some of Twitter
users respond to themost.Oneof the posts fromanaccount named@Alvinlie21mentions
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Fig. 1. The Total of public mentions on twitter about pinjol

Fig. 2. Total mentions

Fig. 3. The negative sentiment of Pinjol

that the pinjok business method is unethical and he regrets that this method has begun to
be applied by other businesses. While the account with the username @geloraco stated
that he felt anxious about the security of his personal data, hewasworried that his personal
data was being blamed for being used by Pinjol. Two other accounts, @Jul3aRhma3 and
@Penmerah_ pressure the government and authorities to address and regulate the flow
of loan business (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The positive sentiment of pinjol

Fig. 5. Tweets containing advice to avoid illegal borrowing

Fig. 6. Tweet from @emilenatasha about her opinion for how online loans works

In the picture above, tweets with positive sentiment groups still contain complaints
and vulnerabilities. The @racunpediaa account is positive because he said that he was
grateful to be able to pay off his loan, and this post also did not contain his complaints
or worries while using online loan services. Even though it is categorized as positive
sentiment, there are actually many posts containing advice to stay away from borrowing,
several fraudulent strategies to attract customers, to cases of borrowing (Figs. 5 and 6).

4 Conclusion

The overall volume of conversations, opinions and responses from social media users
who responded to the pinjol phenomenon was 7,141. It is recorded in the sentiment
analysis that negative sentiment dominates with 51% of all mentions on social media.

Twitter users responded to the spike phenomenon with disappointment and dismay.
The misuse of personal data by Pinjol is a problem that worries Twitter users. Advises
to stay away from pinjol are also widely posted by users. Urges to the government and
law enforcement to control and eradicate illegal pinjol are also often expressed by these
social media users.

Socialization to be aware of illegal online loans is actively posted by the official
police account, for the convenience and safety of the community. unpleasant experience
with pinjol is also voiced by the User.

Drone Emprit as a one of data sources provides me data of Twitter Users posts but
in general. No specification where their live, how much they earn in a month, or what
they do for leaving. It’s becomes limitation for me during research.
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As a suggestion, I suggest you to check the licence of the online loan before do
the transaction or they can check on official website of OJK it is listed as a online loan
with licensed or not. Also you can report illegal online loan to www.patrolisiber.id,
info@cyber.polri.go.id, or call OJK 157 (Whatsapp 081157157157) [18].
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